
Her parents didn’t hail from the planet
Krypton, and she was never bitten by a
radioactive spider, but that hasn’t stopped

Elizabeth Warren from starring as a comic book
hero. “Female Force: Elizabeth Warren” tells the
true-life story of Warren’s rise from Oklahoma
schoolgirl to US senator and champion of the liber-
al wing of the Democratic Party. The 22-page comic
is the brainchild of Portland, Oregon-based pub-
lishers Storm Entertainment and is part of a larger
series designed to celebrate the lives of notable
women. Past subjects include Hillary Clinton, Nancy
Pelosi, Madonna, Sarah Palin, Condoleezza Rice,
Facebook executive Cheryl Sandberg, Nancy
Reagan, Tina Fey and Caroline Kennedy.

The most popular comic in the series told
Michelle Obama’s life story, and sold about 75,000
copies. There have been about 70 titles in all.

Publisher Darren Davis said he was drawn to
Warren’s story because of the role strong women
have played in his life. “She’s a woman that has it
all. She has the family. She has the career. She has a
strong work ethic,” he said. “We thought she had a
really strong story.”

Instead of leaping over tall buildings in tights
and a cape, or battling mad jokers and villainous
penguins, Warren’s political superpowers are
focused on something she sees as even more
threatening: the Wall Street and Capitol Hill power
brokers she holds responsible for hollowing out the
middle class. The bulk of the book steers clear of
ideological battles and instead zeroes in on
Warren’s personal and professional struggles, from
hardscrabble childhood and young mom to law

student, law professor and candidate for Ted
Kennedy’s old US Senate seat.

“We really want to showcase these people’s
lives and where they came from rather than mak-
ing some political statement,” he said. Warren had
nothing to do with the book, and learned about it
only after publication. She hasn’t commented pub-
licly commented on her turn as comic book hero.
Matt Reyes, manager of New England Comics, said
there’s a niche audience for a biographical comic
book that tells Warren’s story, especially in her
hometown of Cambridge.—AP
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What do the four-legged footballers of
the Hallmark Channel’s Kitten Bowl
do in the offseason? They go for the

gold in their own Summer Games, including a
de-cat-hlon and freestyle wrestling. And,
bonus, the 90 or so furry Olympians were up
for adoption by the rescue group North Shore
Animal League America, organizers said
Tuesday at the taping of the TV special to air
Aug 5, in time for the human games in Rio de
Janeiro.

The cuteness quotient was off the leash as
the tiny competitors found their footing on
bite-size playing fields, frolicking on scratch-
able rings at the gymnastics “venue” and
jumping little hurdles decked out with delec-
table feathers intended to keep competitors
on the move over at track and field.

Love all animals
Escapees were corralled by spotters, who

ringed the sets as huge cameras shot the
action. Beth Stern, North Shore’s ambassador
and wife of shock jock Howard Stern, was on
hand. She’s a self-proclaimed crazy cat lady,
filling her Instagram with the couple’s many
fosters and six permanent pet cats. She keeps
an eye out for special needs cats, sheltering
two that are blind, with one that has only
three legs due to arrive soon.

“Those are the underdogs,” Stern said.
“Those are the ones that sadly wind up in
shelters for way too long.” Stern is a magician
in finding homes for her fosters, totaling more
than 200 in the last couple of years. “We
always have a house full of fosters,” she said
from Tuesday’s sidelines. “But we are dog
people, too. We both love all animals.”

Hallmark decided to stage a kitten
Olympics special on the success of its three
Super Bowl-timed Kitten Bowls. Mary Carillo,
an NBC sports reporter who will be in Rio, is
co-host of the kitty games - despite her aller-
gy to cats. She was joined by David Frei, who
retired this year as the longtime host of the
Westminster Kennel Club show telecast. And
yes, he was seen fraternizing with - scandal! -
a kitten or two.

“I do love cats, but we have two dogs,” Frei
said. The kitten games, including some full-
grown cat “judges” also up for adoption,

come during “kitten season,” the time of year
that homeless female felines give birth at rap-
id rates. “It’s when the temperatures are
warmer. That enhances the mother cat’s heat
cycles,” Stern explained. “That results in hun-
dreds upon hundreds of cats and kittens in so
many shelters right now and they become
overcrowded. People need to learn to spay
and neuter. If they see strays in their yard trap,
neuter and return. Let’s try to solve this prob-
lem.”

Brutishly proportioned
In addition to promoting adoption

through the Kitten Games, North Shore will
hold an adoption marathon starting April 30
and running for 36 hours, straight through to
May 1. More than 700 dogs, cats, puppies and
kittens will be available. Carillo, loaded up on
allergy meds, is a Kitten Bowl veteran. We
caught up with her when there was a slight,
er, paws in the competition. “Unlike a lot of
other professional athletes, they kind of take
their sweet time. All of a sudden in the middle
of a big event there’s a cat nap,” she smiled.
“They don’t know the rules. They don’t care.
They kind of just freestyle it at an awful lot of
these events.”

Carillo, too, has dogs, including Petey Boy,
a rescue. Despite her allergy, she once owned
an outdoor cat in Florida and loves them just
as much. “And they’re actually terrific athletes.
Their balance, their movement, the way they
stalk,” she said. Rio will be her 13th straight
turn as an Olympics reporter, analyst and
commentator. She has already made a couple
of trips to shoot feature stories. But on this
day, it was all about the cats. Was she worried
about purrrrr-formance enhancing drugs
among the furry, fleet-footed hopefuls? A
couple of the competitors were brutishly pro-
portioned. “I tell you what, they’re not afraid
to dip into the catnip? I’ve noticed that
myself,” Carillo joked. “You’ve gotta keep an
eye on them. They’re animals, and they’re
bloodthirsty competitors.”— AP

Tiny paw-thletes compete in
Hallmark’s Kitten Summer Games 

A cat takes part in the long jump event in Hallmark Olympic Stadium during the taping of
the Hallmark Channel’s Kitten Summer Games in New York. — AP

This file photo shows a man walking past a sculpture by British artist Damien Hirst,
“Away From The Flock” at the Oceanography Museum in Monaco. — AFP

Iconic works of art by British artist Damien
Hirst involving dead animals preserved in
giant tanks leaked potentially-dangerous

formaldehyde gas during a show at London’s
Tate Modern gallery, it emerged Wednesday.
Scientists testing a new sensor for the remote
detection of the carcinogenic gas in the 2012
exhibition found levels above those legally per-
mitted, according to a study in the journal
Analytical Methods. “It has been found that the
tanks are surrounded by formaldehyde fumes,
constantly exuded in the atmosphere (likely via
the sealant), reaching levels of 5 ppm (parts per
million), one order of magnitude higher than
the 0.5 ppm limit set up by legislation,” the
abstract states.

One work that emitted high levels was “Away
from the Flock”, a 1994 exhibit showing a lamb
preserved in formaldehyde solution in a glass
and steel box. Gas was also detected around

“Mother and Child (Divided)”, a 1993 work
which comprises four boxes containing a calf
and cow each bisected, although the exact level
was not recorded in the journal article.

Similar tests also revealed formaldehyde gas
around some artworks in the Summer Palace in
Beijing, although no levels were given. The sci-
entists suggested this could be blamed on new
lacquer painted on the old works. A spokesman
for the Tate Modern said: “Tate always puts the
safety of its staff and visitors first, and we take all
necessary precautions when installing and dis-
playing our exhibitions.  “These works contained
a very dilute formaldehyde solution that was
contained within sealed tanks.” Hirst’s represen-
tatives had no immediate response to the study
which was led by Pier Giorgio Righetti at the
Politecnico di Milano in Italy. — AP
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Elizabeth Warren, comic book
hero? Senator is latest to star 

This undated image provided by Storm
Entertainment shows the cover of a comic
book “Female Force: Elizabeth Warren”
featuring a likeness of Massachusetts Sen
Elizabeth Warren. — AP


